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A WORD FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Editorial
It’s a few months ago when we
informed our esteemed readers
about

the

Capacity

Building

and Sustainable Development
Project, we talked of the new

T

Monica Nadiope
Executive Director

his has been a year of growth for UNAPD, We have
moved from managing differences to building
synergy which has helped build a strong coalition
among partner organizations. Lessons continue to be
learnt from each other’s expertise. We have mobilized
members, trained and will continue training in different
areas for skills development in the next 3 years.
We have closely worked with local government’s i.e.
districts on issues of making schools and public places
accessible and will continuously advocate for inclusive and
accessible environment.
Working with Uganda Paralympics Committee under the
Capacity Building for Sustainable Development Project, we
are promoting Disability Sports as a tool for mobilization
of members as well as identify talents within the disability
fraternity.

partnership and the expertise
brought together in one team.
We now want to inform you that
activities have commenced in the
communities, we are now seeing
membership grow, and Skills
being passed on to members
including identification of parent
support groups in the new project
districts.
We have managed to work more
closely with media, held press
conferences and aired out our
views on rights of persons with
disabilities. This is our business
and we hope to continue to lobby
and advocate to fellow citizens
that it’s a right for all persons

This was also a period of building and strengthening
partnerships with other non-governmental organizations,
governmental departments to help add voice to legalize
the building control act that will ease and populate the
accessibility standards.

including those with disabilities

INSIDE STORY
Issues of trainings on accessibility, workshops and meetings with
stakeholders and the promotion of disability sports as a way of
advocating for rights for persons with disability.

that creates a difference in the

to live a meaningfull life.
This newsletter gives us the
opportunity to pass on information
mind set.

Vision: Society where Persons with Physical Disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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A WORD FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

Arthur Blick Snr
Chairperson UNAPD

W
that

e

w e l c o m e the financial support and s u s t a i n a b i l i t y

our readers to government of Uganda for achievements

of

2014

and

work

another edition creating a better working harder to aim higher.

help

members,

inform

o u r environment.

stakeholders,

Its our mission to advocate

partners and friends about Let me take this opportunity for rights of persons with
work being done. We want to thank all the members, disabilities and I want to
to thank all those that are Board,
making it possible that lives

staff

and her partners will continue

worked tirelessly to ensure

to strictly follow up with all

commendable

job

the

who

and stakeholders that UNAPD

have

SIA and BISOU staff are doing that
a

in assure our members, readers,

their respective capacities

of people with disabilities are and
changed. UNAPD as well as

stakeholders

above

projects the concerned stakeholders

in take off and results are in an effort to ensure that the

project districts to better lives

realized. It’s a journey that

of persons with Disabilities.

needs

determination

Act is operational and the

and regulations for the Act are

understanding and thanks accessibility sensitive.
A big thank you to the for
3

Board

of

Directors

everyone

who

of been part of it

has
On behalf of the UNAPD

UNAPD, SIA and BISOU for

Board and Staff I would

the commitment, time and L e t ’ s k e e p t h i s s p i r i t o f like to thank DRF, DHF and
guidance being given to

friendly

p a r t n e r s h i p , other partners as well as

their respective member of c o l l a b o r a t i o n ,
staff. We can’t forget the n e t w o r k i n g
development

partners

for t h e

to

a n d government for the support
e n a b l e that

continuity

has

made

these

a n d interventions succeed.

Mission: To remove barriers in society that prevents Peaple with Disabilities from enjoying full Rights
on an equal basis with other citizens
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passed the Building Control should have been ready to
Act which was developed the stakeholders. However,
by the Ministry of Works and up to now, the concerned
Transport later signed by the Ministry has dragged this
President of the Republic of process. The DRF project
Uganda in November, 2013. has also been following up
However since its signing, the steps being taken by
the Ministry of Works has this Ministry in an effort of
Apollo Mukasa
Project Coordinator

not yet declared this Act developing the regulation
operational while UNAPD and also to ensure that the

“An overview of UNAPD and her membership have
a special interest in this Act;
Projects”
during its development
s 2014 comes to process, UNAPD lobbied
an end, a lot has the Parliament to adopt the
been
done
by Accessibility standards into
both UNAPD Secretariat, this Act, which was actually
the
associations
and a c h i e v e d .
Therefore
stakeholders in the different since this Act made the
project districts and the Accessibility Standards
readers will agree with legal and binding, UNAPD
me that a lot of impact through the DRF project has
has been realized to both been pushing the Ministry of
the membership and the Works to officially declare
society in general.
the Building Control Act
operational.
UNAPD
has
been
implementing a one year Secondly, for any Act to
DRF project (2014) titled be realized on the ground
“Improved Accessibility in (to make an impact), it
Kampala “which has been must have regulations in
focused on advocating for place which spell out how
improved accessibility in the
different
provisions
Kampala district with two of the Act should be put
main agendas; It should be into practice. Since the
remembered that in 2013, enactment of the Act in
the Parliament of Uganda 2013, by now the regulations

A

accessibility indicators are
part of these regulations.
I must note with concern
that the Ministry of Works
is very slow at this as its
mandate. However, I want
to assure our membership,
readers, and stakeholders
that UNAPD will continue to
strictly follow up stakeholders
in an effort to ensure that
the Act is operational and
the regulations for the Act
are accessibility sensitive as
well and UNAPD Board and
Staff would like to thank DRF
for the support towards this
intervention.
Besides
UNAPD

DRF
has

project,
also

been

running a two year project
(2014-2015)

on

Inclusive

Education titled” Accessible
Inclusive Education Project
implemented in the districts
of

Masaka,

Kapchorwa,

Vision: Society where Persons with Physical Disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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Bugiri

5

and

Sembabule. Sustainable Development structures which are aimed
It’s
mainly
aimed
at Project (2014 – 2017), which at facilitating the project are
empowering the parents is supported by our Danish in place in the districts, and
of children with disabilities, Partners (DHF, DBIA and there is commitment of the
UNAPD Associations, and DSOD). As I wrote in the last district local governments
the
local
government UNAPD UPDATE, although towards the project. UNAPD
stakeholders to ensure that it’s a joint partnership is leading other partners in
the primary targets (CWDs) project, each organization coordinating the Disability
are able to go to access is implementing its own Sports Component which
primary
education
like areas of advocacy.
is implemented in four
any other child. Although

districts of Nebbi, Busia,

the trend of enabling that However,
there
are Kampala and Mubende
a child with disabilities is two cross-cutting areas (Chieftaincy
Mubende
attending class involves a which bring us together Rehabilitation Center). By
number of stakeholders, I in the joint partnership, end of 2014, a number of
would like to note that the i . e . O r g a n i z a t i o n a l interventions have been
project in its span so far Development (OD) and done on the ground to
has made some impact, Disability Sports. UNAPD enable the members and
not only in terms of number component of this project r e l e v a n t s t a k e h o l d e r s
of CWDs in schools, but mostly aims at two ends; appreciate the importance
also increased awareness (a) Ensuring that CWDs of disability sports in their
about the education rights are progressively enrolled respective districts. Among
of Children With Disabilities and retained in schools, these include; trainings,
in the society and changed which trend involves a identification of disability
attitudes of the parents number of stakeholders (b) sport disciplines, induction
and other stakeholders Economically
empower of the membership and
especially schools on the the membership through stakeholders into the
importance of educating a the different livelihood skills s p o r t s . O n t h e o t h e r
disabled child.
initiatives in the respective h a n d , o r g a n i z a t i o n a l
others. d e v e l o p m e n t ( O D )
Lastly, UNAPD in partnership UNAPD as a lead partner component of the project
with Spinal Injury Association has done well in this first has
not
yet
officially
of Uganda and Brian Injury year of the project, as per kicked off, but next year
Support Organization of the planned activities in membership will be duly
districts,

among

Uganda are implementing the four targeted districts trained in the different OD
a grand four year project of Kabale, Mbale, Lira and issues as well.
titled “Capacity Building for Mukono. At least most of the
Mission: To remove barriers in society that prevents Peaple with Disabilities from enjoying full Rights
on an equal basis with other citizens
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Stress
agitated, frustrated, and moody, Feeling overwhelmed,
like you are losing control or need to take control, having
difficulty relaxing and quieting your mind, feeling bad
about yourself (low self-esteem), lonely, worthless, and
depressed, avoiding others

Angella Balaba
ED SIA

Many of us work five or six days a week. We handle different
tasks, people and all need balancing. Many times these
tasks and people demand a lot from us and this leads to
anxiety and upsets. You do not have to be a desk officer to
experience this. A farmer in the rural hills of the remotest
area also feels this kind of anxiety when the rains fail to
come on time and all that was planted would be drying out;
a house wife goes through the same anxiety, when her
children are not coming from school on time. This means
we are all prone to stress. Stress is caused by an existing
stress-causing factor or “stressor.”
So what is stress??? Stress is the body’s reaction to
harmful situations -- whether they’re real or perceived.
When you feel threatened, a chemical reaction occurs in
your body that allows you to act in a way to prevent injury.
This reaction is known as “fight-or-flight,” or the stress
response. During stress response, your heart begins to
race, breathing quickens, muscles tighten, and blood
pressure rises. You’ve gotten ready to act. It is how you
protect yourself.
Small stress is good as it sharpens our senses. However
when it doses increase and the pressure is high then it can
cause stress! This is a time to watch out as it can cause
lots of other complications.
The first step to controlling stress is to know the symptoms
of stress, but recognizing stress symptoms may be harder
than you think. Most of us are so used to being stressed;
we often don’t know we are stressed until we are at the
breaking point.
Emotional symptoms of stress include: Becoming easily

Physical symptoms of stress include: Low energy,
headaches, upset stomach, including diarrhea, constipation,
and nausea, aches, pains, and tense muscles, chest
pain and rapid heartbeat, Insomnia, Frequent colds and
infection, loss of sexual desire and/or ability, nervousness
and shaking, ringing in the ear, cold or sweaty hands and
feet, dry mouth and difficulty swallowing, clenched jaw and
grinding teeth
Cognitive symptoms of stress include: Constant worrying,
racing thoughts, forgetfulness and disorganization, inability
to focus and poor judgment, being pessimistic or seeing
only the negative side
Behavioral symptoms of stress include: Changes in appetite
either not eating or eating too much, procrastinating and
avoiding responsibilities, increased use of alcohol, drugs,
or cigarettes, exhibiting more nervous behaviors, such as
nail biting, fidgeting, and pacing
Ways to Relieve Stress
The best way to manage your stress is to learn healthy
coping strategies. You can start practicing these tips right
away. Try one or two until you find a few that work for you.
Stress-relief techniques focus on relaxing your mind and
your body.
Ways to relax your mind
•
Write. It may help to write about things that are
bothering you, Write for 10 to 15 minutes a day about
stressful events and how they made you feel, Or think
about tracking your stress, This helps you find out what is
causing your stress and how much stress you feel, After
you know, you can find better ways to cope.
•
Let your feelings out. Talk, laugh, cry, and express
anger when you need to. Talking with friends, family, a
counselor, or a member of the clergy about your feelings is
a healthy way to relieve stress.

(Life need not stop because of a spinal injury)
Vision: Society where Persons with Physical Disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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•
Do something you enjoy. You may feel that
you’re too busy to do these things. But making time to
do something you enjoy can help you relax. It might also
help you get more done in other areas of your life. Try:
*
A hobby, such as gardening
*
A creative activity, such as writing, 		
crafts, or art
*
Playing with and caring for pets.
*
Volunteer work
•
Focus on the present. Meditation and guided
imagery are two ways to focus and relax your
mind.

7

Meditate. When you meditate, you focus your attention
on things that are happening right now. Paying attention
to your breathing is one way to focus; mindfulnessbased stress reduction is one form of meditation that is
very helpful with managing stress and learning how to
better cope with it.
I hope these few tips will help you control stress and
manage it better. Let 2015 be a year of more work,
where we will identify the stressors and laugh about
them or share with each other what stressed us. All the
best

•••PATRICK SYNOLE•••
INFORMATION & ADVOCACY OFFICER
I am thrilled to have this opportunity to communicate to the membership,
stakeholders, partners and friends of UNAPD through this forum. Am
honored to be part of the UNAPD family and working as the information
and Advocacy officer. It’s been six month since I took office as the
Information & Advocacy officer; I want to thank God who made it possible
and send my sincere gratitude to the Board of Directors who gave me the
opportunity to be part of the UNAPD team. I have already interacted
with some of you at different forums organized by UNAPD and other
events. I would like to thank my fellow colleagues at the secretariat who
welcome me with open arms to the family I will give my all to uphold the
mission and vision of the organization and together we shall change the
lives of PWDs and make this country a better place where Persons with
Physical Disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens.
I want to urge the government, private sector, educators, entrepreneurs,
investors and the entire public to have enthusiasm, perseverance,
commitment, respect to the disability fraternity and friendship while
working PWDs, it’s not a favour it’s an obligation to remove barriers in
society that prevents People with Physical Disabilities from enjoying full
Rights on an equal basis with other citizens.
Mission: To remove barriers in society that prevents Peaple with Disabilities from enjoying full Rights
on an equal basis with other citizens
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enable them understand what contributes
to access to quality education and thus be
able to support CWDs pursue their education
dream.

Vincent Lyazi Kafeero
Project officer

Accessible and inclusive education for
CWDs in Uganda project
Our esteemed readers, UNAPD greets you
with pleasure and appreciates you all for
being great partners in championing the
education needs of Children with Disabilities
(CWDs). Our project on education of CWDs
through accessible and inclusive education
system was renewed & extended to Bugiri and
Sembabule districts in addition to Kapchorwa
and Masaka districts. Special thanks to our
development partners who are enabling us to
make awakening noise to stakeholders on the
education needs of CWDs from accessible
and inclusive settings.

“I need an accessible and Inclusive
education system in order to benefit from
Universal primary education like other”.
CWDs right to quality education is fundamental
and UNAPD believes this can be realized if the
education system is revamped in order to be
accessible and inclusive.

Activities implemented
The advocacy capacity of UNAPD Board
of Directors, staff and leaders of districts
associations has been enhanced to play a
meaningful role in project implementation.
Stakeholders in the education industry such as
teachers, schools administrators, education
officials, inspectors of schools as well as parents
of CWDs have been sensitized on accessibility
and inclusive education issues in order to

A baseline survey on status of accessibility
and inclusive education has been conducted
and a quality report in place beefing up our
advocacy activities. The report gives good
findings and recommendations which are vital
in achieving the project goal. Democratic
general assemblies for the project district
associations have been held and new leaders
trained in leadership skills. In order to ensure
participation of project beneficiaries in the
project activities, female parents and girls
with disabilities from Bugiri were facilitated
to attend the women’s day celebrations in
Kumi in order to bear witness of potentials
of women and what women can achieve.
This aimed at building self-esteem of project
beneficiaries.
UNAPD has worked with the media to raise
awareness on accessibility and right to
education for CWDs in Uganda through
a radio talk show on 97.7 Record FM, ran
presenter mentions/ messages on accessibility
and inclusive education on Radio one FM
90, Tororo 98.8 FM and 87.9FM Radio Two,
99.1 FM Masaka, 104.3 FM Mubende and
104.4FM Mbale. UNAPD exhibited accessibility
models, national accessibility standards,
Building Control Act 2013, IEC materials on
accessibility, education and disability during
the global week on education whose theme
was on education and disability. On the
same radios, UNAPD raised awareness on the
need to educate the African children who
include those with disabilities from accessible
& inclusive settings as being activity to
commemorate the Day of the African Child
2014.

Vision: Society where Persons with Physical Disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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Conclusion
with Forum of Education NGOs in Uganda UNAPD through this project and stakeholders
(FENU) and Uganda Society of Disabled such as Uganda Society of Disabled Children,
Children (USDC) on access and quality World Vision, Forum for education NGOs
(FENU) are committed to advance the need
education of CWDs, most recently being a
for quality accessible and inclusive education
budget advocacy for education financing
and this calls upon everyone to support
meeting with members of parliament to discuss achieve this dream for the benefit of CWDs
issues pertaining education and disability and who must access education in order to live
identify avenues for resource reallocation to independently with dignity as they contribute
meaningfully towards the social, economic
education sub sector.
and political development of Uganda.
All in all, accessibility and inclusion are a preUNAPD team engaged in network meetings

liquisite in the CWDs’ pursuance of education
right. This project is thus well thought and
needs support of every stakeholder from
development partners to government and

By
Vincent lyazi Kafeero,
Project Officer Accessible
Education for CWDs project

and

Inclusive

public at large.

Key Actions
Stakeholders are called upon to demand for
speedy authorising of the Building Control Act
2013 and development of its implementation
guidelines

and

regulations

in

order

to

operationalize the accessibility standards and
make the standards mandatory in creation
of barrier free physical environment in school,
budget allocation to special needs and
inclusive education policy, stop claims by

UNAPD Project Officer AIEP in one of the
school

owners of schools that it is expensive to put
in place accessibility provisions on already
existing school facilities. There are still continued
denials of project team appointment by
target government stakeholders especially on
negotiations to review the school inspection
checklist to have indicators for accessibility
among others. We are strategically doing our
best to pursue them through regular telephone
calls, emails, invitations to attend activities, use
of the media etc.

UNAPD Projects’ Coordinator during
accessibility audit at Kitibwa Church of Uganda
Primary School Kayunga District

Mission: To remove barriers in society that prevents Peaple with Disabilities from enjoying full Rights
on an equal basis with other citizens
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PARTNERS EVENTS IN PICTORIAL

Partners ED’s with project officer DHF Sven during a meeting

Skills training Bisou members by Fedrie

Remembarance day for the accident survivors

End of year Party at UNAPD headquarters

Isha during the parent support group Meeting in Mukono District

Members of the National Accessibility Audit Team during the

Preparation
of the IDD
in Katikomu
Kayunga District.
Vision: Society where Persons with Physical Disabilities are accorded
rights
enjoyed
by Hotel
all citizens
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Chairpersons for the three partner organisation
SIA, UNAPD and BISOU consulting

Wheelchair Basketball at CMRC

IAO UNAPD interviewing Northern representative Board
member

Patrners during the Annual Review at NOP view Hotel

Project officerTo
UNAPD,
Executive
Director in
and society
the Rep First
Chairperson of KIEAPD
a visit infull
one ofRights
the schools in
Mission:
remove
barriers
that prevents Peaple with Disabilities
fromduring
enjoying
Perialmentary Council during the building controlon
act workshop
Kitgum district
an equal basis with other citizens
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IDD 2014
Kitibwa Church of Uganda Primary School Kayunga District

E

very 3rd of December persons with disability with
the rest of the world commemorate The International
Day of Persons with Disabilities. This a day that is
sanctioned by the United Nations.
The aim is to encourage a better understanding of people
affected by disability, together with helping to make people
more aware of the rights, dignity and welfare of disabled
people.
Disability Day was founded in 1992 as a day that is marked
around the world by a variety of events held in many countries.
The original name for this day was the International Day of
Disabled Persons. The day’s dates back to 1981 when this
day was earmarked as the International Year of Disabled
Persons, with the aim to improve the lives of disabled people
all around the globe, as well as to prevent disabilities from
occurring in the first place.
The Day is used for holding discussions, forums and
campaigns relating to disability, and communities are
encouraged to organise performances in their local area.
These can range from hosting a musical to a play, and
disabled people should be involved in these productions.
The overall aim is to show that a person with a disability can
be a vibrant member of society.
As Uganda joined the rest of the world during the disability
month a lot of activities were held which included,
Creative /Arts Promotion and Sports Activities. Under
the theme: “Disability and Child Labour”,Lobbying and
Advocacy meetings; focused discussions targeting relevant
Government Agencies, Faith Based services/Community
and Civil Society Organizations, under the theme: “Support
your neighbor in need, a sustainable social protection”,
promoting positive attitude towards Persons with Disabilities.
Identify, mobilize essential and visit families with children
with disabilities, Community outreach, a joint health camps.
Under the theme: “Health for all: promoting an inclusion
of the underserved, Media Campaign, under the theme
“The Voice of the Voiceless”, “The Rights of Persons with
Disabilities”,School Participation, these included debates
and essay writing, poem, sports, Disability has Contributed
Greatly to Child Labour, Assessing and monitoring Disability

Inclusive Government Programs. Community Based
Rehabilitation, Special Grants for PWDs, Youth Livelihood,
among others and Exhibitions.
Different stakeholders were tasked to spearhead different
activities under the guidance of the National Organizing
Committee, coordinated by the Ministry of Gender, Labour
and Social Development. Among the pre-event activities
was the creative art promotion and sports activities under
the theme: “Disability and Child labour by ”UNICEF, UNAPD,
Spring of Hope, Madada Foundation (MF), Para-Olympics,
the International Conference on Disability and Financial
accessibility under the theme: “Making Microfinance work for
the un-served; inclusion of PWDs” spearheaded by AMFIU
and NUDIPU at Imperial Royale Hotel and the post event
activities included 10 days Education and Skilling camp
under the theme: “Skilling the marginalized: Promoting
inclusion and sustainable Development” at BEMCO Skills
Development Centre, Community outreach, a joint health
camps, fitting hearing aids, Under the theme: “Health for
all; promoting an inclusion of the un – served” Sight saver,
Ministry of Health, MGLSD MUWRP, CARA, Mulago
Orthopedic, Butabika Hospital, CORSU, Uganda Red
Cross, St. John Ambulance, Kayunga, Star Key Foundation
and accessibility Auditing by Uganda National Action on
Physical Disability (UNAPD). In other contributions Navio
one of the musicians gave out 7 wheel chairs.
On behalf of UNAPD I would like to send my sincerely
gratitude for all the contributions towards making the lives
of PWDs better. The D-day was embraced by different
performances which made the day a colorful one, the
guest of honor His Excellency the president of the republic
of Uganda Yoweri Kaguta Museveni In his speech said
“accidents were preventable and there was need to take
care of the survivors and do what we can to prevent more
people from being disabled through accidents” and he
promised to meet people with disabilities leaders to address
issues affecting them.
By Synole Patrick
Information & Advocacy Officer

Vision: Society where Persons with Physical Disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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VOLUNTEERS

all levels of Education.
As volunteers, we have utilized and

T

his being our first time as volunteers
to communicate to you

through

our beloved Newsletter, we feel so

blessed and honored to share our views
with our esteemed readers, members,
stake holder and the development
planners.

benefited

from

UNAPD’s

resources,

projects towards polishing and improving
our professional skills while working in
different departments.

We therefore

recommend for more disabled people
to apply as volunteers and share the
benefits. We encourage UNAPD to
increase income generating activities

Working with UNAPD has given us
proven understanding that disability
is not inability.
contribution

in schools, promote affirmative action at

PWDs have a positive

towards

this

country’s

economical, political, intellectual and
social growth. All we need is a shared
responsibility towards creating a society
where people with physical disability
are accorded rights enjoyed by all
citizens, removing barriers that hinder
progress and their contributions towards
their societies. We appeal to parents of
CWDs to take their children to school,
to provide all scholastic materials such
as books, uniform, tools like you do to
those without disability; In addition we
encourage the communities to construct
all schools accessible. Provide assistive
devices like hearing aids wheel chairs,

at district associations to enable PWDs
get involved in these activities like Bee
keeping, Bead making, Chalk, Soap,
Candles, and Books that will boost their
standard of living.
Finally, we would like to thank BOD
(UNAPD), Staff, Stake holders, Donors
and partners for great work done
towards

advocating

for

inclusive

Education for CWDs and accessibility for
PWDs in Uganda for their support both
psychologically, financially, spiritually,
physically, socially, politically to reach
on this big achievement-:
All best regards from; Tumuranze Mable,
Nabbosa Noreen, Namirembe Hafiswah
Thanks may God bless you!!!

white cans, and Braille materials. To make
school building accessible for CWDs,
Furthermore the government of Uganda
should deploy sign language interpreters

Mission: To remove barriers in society that prevents Peaple with Disabilities from enjoying full Rights
on an equal basis with other citizens
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General Assemblies:

making use of the grants at the District
Nebbi and Busia exercised their democratic more effectively.
rights when they held general assemblies
on 26th November and 12th December Below are the democratically elected
respectively.
Generally
formation
of executive members of the BAPD and NAPD:
district associations is a voluntary exercise
conducted by a few individuals who have a
passion for persons with physical disabilities.
These begin by registering individual
members as part of a process to prepare to
become UNAPD members. An election for an
executive committee in preparation to get a
project from UNAPD is done. This is not only a
principle in UNAPD but one of the conditions
of the donors to have a democratically
elected committee to manage the affairs
of the association. The elected executives
are tasked to register as many individual
members that are eligible. This one of the
indicators used in assessing hard work and
activeness of the association. The minimum
numbers of individual members per district
who must be fully registered with UNAPD
using UNAPD registration guidelines are 200.
UNAPD would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate the new elected committees
for accepting to take on the responsibilities
of carrying the vision of PWPDs at local levels.
Special thanks go to the District officials
who graced the event whole heartedly
and pledged to support the associations. In
Nebbi the election were presided over by
the Coordinator District Union while in Busia
it was presided over by District Community
Development Officer Busia District. In
attendance were LC V representative, District
Speaker, District Education officer, District
sports officer, Chairperson District Union and
Busia Municipal Community Development
officer. The District speaker Busia stressed on

By Information & Advocacy officer
Synole Patrick

Vision: Society where Persons with Physical Disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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Hello good people ever there; waiting
in anticipation to catch up with our next
update(s);

malfunctioning.

Brain injury can occur

to anyone, anywhere and at any time
regardless of age, gender or status.
Causes:
There are several causes of acquired brain
injury (ABI). But the most common in Uganda
are; Trauma, Diseases / health conditions,
Brain tumors, Abuse of certain drugs, Brain
surgery, Anorexia /hypoxia

A

Trauma: This results in what is normally

Godfrey Basoita, ED BISOU

llow me start by expressing my
warm greetings and best wishes for
the year 2015 to you. I also wish to

start by acknowledging the Management
of Uganda National Action on Physical
Disability (UNAPD) for this platform – THE
UNAPD UPDATE; and

I particularly thank

UNAPD for extending us this opportunity to
share with you information about acquired
brain injury (ABI) and what is going on in
Brain Injury Support Organization of Uganda
(BISOU). It is my heartfelt prayer that this
warm and cordial relationship continues to
exist.

Trauma maybe in form of road traffic
accidents, falls from trees or buildings,
assault injuries on the head (with iron bars
or any hard objects) etc. In Uganda today,
motor accidents especially those involving
‘boda boda cyclists’ are responsible for 5
brain-surgical admissions every day at the
National referral Hospital Mulago!
Diseases / Conditions:
The most common disease/ conditions
causing ABI in Uganda; include malaria,
hypertension, meningitis, encephalitis, HIV/
AIDs. According to the BISOU membership

This time I am going to share with you
information on the condition “acquired
brain injury” and the common impairments
persons with acquired brain injury (PWABIs)
present with. For starters, acquired brain
injury (ABI) is defined as “any brain damage
or injury that occurs on the brain after birth”.
The injury could be due to a number of
things (causes) and may result into physical,
emotional,

referred to as Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI).

cognitive

or

behavioural

database, more than 90 percent of all
children (0-10 years) with brain injury, the
cause is or attributed to cerebral malaria
(malaria that goes to the brain). High
blood pressure (hypertension) is the major
cause of stroke (brain injury that results in
paralysis/ loss of function of one side of the
body). Meningitis and encephalitis on the
other hand are also common diseases that
cause brain injury resulting into physical
and or cognitive impairments. Often times,
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when the HIV/AIDs virus gets to the brain,

Physical impairment- this could be paralysis

it causes a brain injury (toxoplasmosis)

of muscles of one side of the body – resulting

resulting into several effects.

into loss of function of the affected side
(hemiplegia) or paralysis of all four limbs

Brain Tumours - maybe in form of dense

(quadriplegia) or paraplegia where the

masses that develop in the brain pressing

lower limbs alone are paralyzed. Physical

and damaging the surrounding brain

impairment may also present in form of poor

cells (neurons) and blood vessels resulting

gait (abnormal movement style) or inability

into a brain injury.

to sit, walk or stand by self. Often times it can

The factors that are

responsible for the development of brain

also be in form of abnormal countenance.

tumors are not very well understood but

Cognitive impairment; - too is one of the most

several sources link it to genetic causes.

common effects of acquired brain injury. This
form of disability cannot be seen. But it could

Drug abuse: is also a very common cause

be in form of impaired perception, memory

of brain injury particularly with the habitual

loss, loss of concentration and aberrations in

consumption of drugs such as heroin,

reason and the way one does certain things

alcohol and other opioids.

generally. This form of disability is not so
well understood because it is not physically

Brain surgery – is also a common cause

observable.

of acquired brain injury. Anything that will
touch brain cells (neurons) will certainly

Sensory defects; - can be in form of difficulty

injure some of them; resulting into some

to carry out certain sensory functions such as

form of brain injury – therefore, though

sight, smell, hearing, speech etc. as a result

much precaution is taken by brain surgeons,

of injury to part of the brain that control those

surgery on some extent causes brain injury

organs. The brain controls the functioning of

as well.

all organs in the body; therefore, anything
that distresses certain parts of the brain may

Effects of acquired brain injury (ABI)

also affects the sensory organ functions.

Acquired brain injury may result into
physical, emotional, cognitive or behavior

Communication and coordination difficulties:

malfunctioning / impairments. However

People with a brain injury may have difficulty

the degree of impairment depends on the

controlling, coordinating and communicating

extent of the brain damage. It may be

their thoughts and actions. They may or may

mild, moderate or severe brain damage.

not retain their intellectual abilities, depending

Depending on the severity, a person who

on the type and extent of the injury. However,

gets a brain injury (PWABI) may get all, some

the intellectual abilities of a person with a

or one of the effects mentioned below:

brain injury are likely to be interfered with
by the resulting thought coordination and
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communication difficulties, which can make
it difficult for them to express themselves in a
manner intelligible to others. This may give the
impression of a damaged intelligence even
in people with normal intellectual capacity.
Behavioral difficulties: People living with
acquired brain injury often exhibit challenging
or difficult behaviour. This could be due to
psychological or environmental causes or
simply the frustration of coping with everyday
life. Some common behaviours include:
•

Aggressiveness and angry outbursts

•

Moodiness

•

Confusion

•

Withdrawal

•

Lack of motivation

•

Untidiness and poor hygiene habits

•

Sexually inappropriate behaviour

•

Refusal to shower or dress

•

Poor control of emotions, for example
excessive tearfulness.

Other medical symptoms (effects) include:
•

Headaches (may be severe and 		
persistent, or come and go)

•

Nausea and vomiting

•

Difficulty speaking or thinking of words

•

Disturbed vision, hearing, smell or

All in all, the consequences of acquired
brain injury (ABI) are far reaching. Coming to
terms with any loss of functioning and going
through the rigours accessing treatment
(rehab) can be difficult. The person with
an ABI will have great distress. Family,
friends and partners will also experience
difficulties as they deal with the emotional
and practical burdens, the interruptions to
family life and role changes. ABI can affect
intimate relationships, friendships, social
networks,

recreational

and

vocational

activities. It may force the person themselves
and their immediate family to adapt to a
completely new way of life and new kinds of
relationships. Caring for someone who has
had a brain injury may bond a family closer
together. It may also impose enormous
burdens on the family, which may tear it
apart. It will help if family members:
•

Have enough information about the
effects of ABI

•

Appreciate the difficulties that might
be encountered

•

Understand that recovery is a slow
process.

•

And, reaching out to BISOU for psychosocial and peer support.

taste
•

Weakness in parts of the body

•

Loss of balance

•

Irritability, drowsiness or personality 		
changes

•

Convulsions, such as loss of 			
consciousness or muscle spasms.
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•••MONEY MATTERS•••
•••MR. THADEO KINTU & GEORGE WILLIAM KAVUMA •••
ADMIN & FINANCE
The benchmark of the Accounts Profession
Happy New Year, our esteemed partners, wellwishers, friends and the entire disability fraternity. I
am glad to inform you that we have a new member
of staff in Accounts department- Mr. Kavuma George
William who is the Accounts Assistant. We want to
congratulate him for having succeeded through
the interview process. He has been of great help at
the secretariat and therefore, I call upon you to give
him the due support, similar to that you have always
given to me while at the different project districts.
I want to urge all accounting officers, to act with
integrity; honesty and professionalism as they are
the benchmarks for our profession and the quality
from which public trust is derived, a fundamental
character to professional recognition. Service and
the public trust should not be subjected to personal
gain or advantage.
Finally, it is our collective responsibility to lobby for
funds for our continued struggles for the welfare and
wellbeing of PWDs. We are grateful for the efforts of
all members of the fraternity.
May God bless you.
Accounts Assistant:
Greetings to you all, It’s now six months since I was
recruited as accounts assistant at UNAPD by the
Board of director and it’s a great pleasure to be
working with the organization and the vulnerable
population. I just love every bit of working here. I just
can’t wait to know many of you as I come to visit the
districts and working with you all.
Bless you all.
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SPORTS
basketball, amputee football
and boccia.

Lt. Ochan Denis
Sports is an embracing life
activity a human being
cherishes, that’s why you
will hear, see and witness
local Ugandans/ Africans
associating themselves with
international
sports
and
games such as English premier
leagues. An arsenal fan can
sleep hungry if it losses to man
city 2-1 in a league football
match!! That’s for a physically
fit,
healthy
and
young
energetic youth!!
At CMRC (Chieftaincy of
Mubende
Rehabilitation
Centre) Mubende Barracks
in Mubende Town CouncilMubende District, the sky is
limit as the disabled soldiers
enthusiastically uphold sports
of their measure by capacity.
At the centre, sports is one
of the many rehabilitation
programmes. The various
disability sports disciplines in
mention include Athletics,
goal ball, sitting volley ball,
table
tennis,
Wheelchair

The disabled UPDF soldiers are
those who suffered operation
hazards during their soldiering
occupation.
By
rehabilitation
which
remodels
and
stabilizes
their lives, various projects
in addition to sports are
progressing well at CMRC.
These include tailoring, Motor
vehicle maintenance and
mechanical Engineering,
food processing, Academics
like Business studies,
Water
Engineering,
Electrical Engineering,
Metal
Fabrication,
Foot
Wear industry, Enhanced
Agricultural
practices
to
mention but a few. Al; these
are spear headed by the
Corresponding training
Centre that is, Mubende
C o m munity Polytechnic
which enlists both disabled
soldiers, Children of Soldiers
and the civilian community.
CMRC is Unstoppable in
redeeming the life of hopeful
disabled soldiers.
As sports is both a stress relief
and an economic activity,
CMRC administration is so
focused and determined
to uphold its progressive
success.
Through
various
communication Channels,

the higher authorities i.e. the
Ministry of Defense, Ministry of
Education and Sports, National
Council of Sports, Mubende
Local Government, UNAPD,
and
other
Organizations
and Stake holder plus the
Media; much is being done
to promote and enhance the
sports project at CMRC.
Donations,
contributions,
pledges both in Monetary
terms, Sports materials plus
hands on technical training,
is really making the disabled
soldiers proud of sports.
On a note of appreciation,
The
Denmark
disabled
community make us when
proud of the emphasis and
courage they extended to
us when on a technical part,
trained the disabled soldiers.
They also generously donated
various material equipments.
On the same note, CMRC was
identified to be the centre
for sport of disabilities in East
Africa. Much as progress is
observable, some challenges
cannot be down played both
materially and the technical
skill resource.
Any support in any form
enhanced progress of sports
project at CMRC is highly
welcome.
Alluta continua alluta continua
alluta continua
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